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The last decade provided biologists with wealth of DNA sequence information. This rich resource is now
being utilized to create microarrays as a platform for investigating gene expression profiles as well as
epigenetic DNA modifications and DNA-protein interactions on the genome-wide scale. An overview of
the microarray technology and its applications in basic and applied life sciences will be presented as
well as the statistical and bioinformatic approaches taken to analyze large amounts of quantitative information produced during a typical microarray experiment.
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MICROARRAYS: TECHNOLOGY

We have taken advantage of the availability of the complete genome sequence of

B DNA microarray technology has become a ubiquitous tool of functional genomics, allow-

Arabidopsis thaliana to construct a tiling microarray of chromosome 4. This microarray

ing researchers to obtain data about hybridization signal intensity for thousands of DNA

contains ~22000 1kb DNA fragments which cover most of the chromosomal sequence in

probes in a single experiment. In its original incarnation, the goal of a microarray experiment

a tiled (overlapping) fashion, except for most of the centromeric region of this chromosome.

was to measure the fold change in signals that come from the two fluorescently labeled
mRNAs from different treatment conditions, or from differentially labeled genomic DNA.
This experimental approach uses arrays of thousands of DNA elements (either oligonucleotides or longer fragments of DNA, usually cDNA clones or PCR products) deposited
onto a carrier surface in an ordered fashion. These DNA probes can be either spotted onto
a solid support, usually glass slides, or in the case of oligonucleotides, they are most com-

We have used this resource to ask questions about the distribution of DNA and histone
methylation along this chromosome (Figure 1), their co-dependence as well the extent of
natural variation and heritability of cytosine methylation in higher eukaryotes. In addition, we
have used this platform to investigate the roles of major chromatin modifying factors in
gene regulation and genome biology by measuring the amount and distribution of modified
cytosines and histones in corresponding mutant backgrounds (3).

monly synthesized in situ, using proprietary technologies, which often leads to higher cost
for this type of microarrays. After hybridization, reactions on microarrays reach their equilibria the arrays are then scanned and the amount of fluorescence that corresponds to each
of the used dyes can be quantified for each of the probes.
Measuring the steady-state levels of mRNA molecules as a direct measurement of transcription was only the first microarray application albeit still the most widely utilized
microarray experiment. Comparative genome hybridization, which followed suit, is used to
measure differences in gene copy number between two genomes and has been an extremely valuable tool in cancer genomics (1,2). In addition to these, several novel applications
a combination of chromatin imunoprecipitation and microarray analysis referred to as ChIP

Figure 1. Dye swaps of one of the 48 of 22x22 subgrids on the chromosome 4 array hybridized with
unmethylated DNA in the green channel (A) and the red channel (B). The contrast signals can be
observed (green in one is red in the other microarray)

on chip used in discovery of transcription factor DNA binding sites throughout a genome.

MICROARRAYS: STATISTICAL SIGNIFICANCE

All of these approaches have also had their counterparts developed for high throughput

An obvious statistical hurdle encountered during microarray analysis is the question of

analyses in the filed of epigenetics, and nowadays microarrays are being used to identify

whether an observed fold change is "real" (i.e., significant), or whether it is a result of inher-

genomic regions that have undergone cytosine methylation or, to identify regions of chro-

ent variability in the experimental procedures. The estimation of this variability, therefore, is

have been developed, such as sequencing by hybridization and SNP genotyping as well as

mosomal DNA associated with histones carrying particular modifications (ChIP on chip).
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a key component in any statistical analysis. A number of experimental factors contributes

vide users with easy access to their data and a plethora of analysis options, they are often

to the total variability that is of interest. In order to determine whether observed intensity

rigid in their implementations allowing very little input into the finer details of data analysis.

fold changes actually represent real changes in gene expression between treatment condi-

In addition, they are often hard to implement in cross-platform settings with several differ-

tions, it is necessary to separate unwanted experimental effects from the signals of inter-

ent types of data needed to be visualized. With that in mind, a collaborative effort was first

est. Generally, the raw intensity readings are background subtracted with the additional cor-

spearheaded by the C. elegans genomics community and later expanded into a generic

rection made via a data normalization procedure, which attempts to standardize the data to

genome browser developed by Stein et al. (5). The major benefit of using the GB is the ease

allow comparisons between channels (fluors) on an array, as well across multiple arrays.

with which different data can be visualized and queried within the browser all within the

In an effort to overcome the difficulties of data normalization and analysis, a linear model

framework provided by the genome sequence of the chosen organism. In our projects, the

based approach to the design and analysis of microarray experiments has been developed

GB is used to bring together microarray data from expression studies, DNA and histone

(4). This approach advocates identifying experimental factors, which introduce variability

methylation profiling, small RNA profiling and comparative genome hybridizations (3). All

into the data, and designing array experiments, which allow the statistical estimation of

of these data are anchored onto the genome sequence and presented as different data

these factors. In brief, our approach has identified the need for replicated spots on the

tracks, allowing for easy and intuitive visual inspection. In addition, the GB allows simulta-

arrays, as well the need for technical and biological replicates in order to establish statisti-

neous representation of not only the qualitative component of the dataset but also the quan-

cally significant fold changes using either per array or per gene variances. By incorporating

titative one, showing intensities and statistical significance of gene expression of methyla-

these potential sources of variation into an analysis of variance (ANOVA) model, data analy-

tion status, for example (Figure 3).

sis can be performed without having to normalize the data a priori. The use of such models in conjunction with appropriate experimental designs maximizes the amount of information that can be extracted from the microarray experiment.
Following robust LOWESS normalization when needed, we applied a simple one-way
ANOVA linear model in which a control set of 340 tiles on the array known to have not
undergone any cytosine methylation from prior pilot experiments are used to establish the
baseline and following a simple linear regression model:

yÄ = m + Ai + Dj + Tk + Gg + AGig + DG jg + TGkg + e ijkg
with the null hypothesis:

(

) (

)

H0 ¸ T1 + TG1g - T2 + TG2 g = 0
yielded information about statistically significantly methylated tiles along chromosome 4.
Given the multiple testing conundrum created by having to perform ~22000 t-tests on this

Figure 3. An example of the GB view of 100kb of chromosome 4 sequence. In addition to genes and
transposons annotated along this sequence, the GB is capable of presenting data regarding multiple
microarray experiments as separate tracks (5mC track present significantly methylated tiles in
maroon, while the next track down shows that in ddm1 mutant most of cytosine methylation is gone;
mRNA track shows RNA expression levels along the chromosome in the ddm1 mutant) as well as
various sequence features, such as tandem repeats and small RNAs.

dataset we routinely adjust our significant p-values by applying Holm's and FDR multiple
testing corrections. As an illustration, Figure 2 shows the distribution and magnitude of sta-
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MICROARRAYS: BIOINFORMATICS
Data manipulation, visualization, and proper data storage appropriate for remote access and
storage represent another set of challenges for microarray experiments and data analysis.
In recent years many software packages have been developed with this purpose in mind,
often relying heavily on community-curated sequence databases. While these options prowww.onk.ns.ac.yu/Archive
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